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ABSTRACT

1

Extensive research has been conducted on using procedural music
generation in real-time applications such as accompaniment to musicians, visual narratives, and games. However, less attention has
been paid to the enhancement of textual narratives through music.
In this paper, we present Mood Into Note Using Extracted Text
(MINUET), a novel system that can procedurally generate music
for textual narrative segments using sentiment analysis. Textual
analysis of the flow and sentiment derived from the text is used as
input to condition accompanying music. Music generation systems
have addressed variations through changes in sentiment. By using
an ensemble predictor model to classify sentences as belonging to
particular emotions, MINUET generates text-accompanying music with the goal of enhancing a reader’s experience beyond the
limits of the author’s words. Music is played via the JMusic library
and a set of Markov chains specific to each emotion with mood
classifications evaluated via stratified 10-fold cross validation. The
development of MINUET affords the reflection and analysis of features that affect the quality of generated musical accompaniment
for text. It also serves as a sandbox for further evaluating sentimentbased systems on both text and music generation sides in a coherent
experience of an implemented and extendable experiential artifact.

The belief that computational systems may one day be able to compose impactful works of music dates far back into the history of
computers [13]. When it comes to artistic domains such as music
and art, in particular, the idea of whether or not computers can
creatively produce great works of art invariably arises and is still debated to this day[32]. In spite of this, there still exists a wide variety
of ways in which computers can be designed to assist in, and guide
artistic and creative processes (e.g. as a critic, as a mixed-initiative
designer, etc.) [25, 48]. In this project, we explore an application of
procedural music generation applied to a traditionally underrepresented domain in music generation — textual narrative. By using
sentiment analysis of narrative text as input to a procedural music
generator, we have developed a system for Mood Into Note Using
Extracted Text (MINUET).
It should come as no surprise that text, especially narrative text,
is often interwoven with emotional content. Readers have been
shown to be aware of the emotional states of characters within
narratives (e.g. recognizing when a character feels happy or sad)
and often experience affects themselves while reading [2, 44]. This
is a crucial aspect of narrative mood recognition given that authors
often strive to incorporate emotional and overarching narrative elements capable of gripping the reader’s attention so as to make them
invested in the story’s outcome [36]. Music’s ability to communicate emotion and effectively designing music generation systems
that produce music to do just this are both rich areas of study as
well [4, 19]. With this knowledge of how emotion complements
both narrative and music, we have set out to design a system in
order to evaluate whether a system capable of generating music
matching the mood of the text can provide additional sensory input
capable of enhancing a reader’s overall narrative experience. Such
a system is also feasible to develop due to recent advances in sentiment analysis and procedural generation methods for a variety of
content.
A great deal of our motivation stems from how naturally and
intuitively emotion is incorporated into the narrative design and
music composition. Yet, we are currently unaware of many other
automated generative systems that strive to blend text, music, and
emotion to provide new kinds of experiences to users. In this paper,
we present our pilot study on developing MINUET, a system to enhance textual narrative through procedural music accompaniment.
Having a system generate emotion-based music via textual analysis
also affords opportunities for it to be applied to areas in which
artifacts can be partially or fully described via text. One such idea
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involves using such a system to procedurally generate music for
movies or games based on a written transcript of events. Designing
such a system also presents unique challenges by the nature of the
mediums involved. For example, passages in a text may involve
several different moods being conveyed across multiple sentences.
This presents the interesting challenge of procedurally generating
music capable of blending between different moods based on the analyzed sentiments found in sequential sentences. Through our work
presented here, we detail our progress on building such a system as
well as offer insight into addressing interesting challenges such as
these. We plan to open-source MINUET allowing the community
to explore its usage in a variety of applications.

2 RELATED WORKS
2.1 Music Generation
Generally speaking, generative methods are a class of algorithms
that search a space of content to output a set of acceptable solutions
given input constraints and rules. Generative methods for music,
for example, can search the space of all combinations of auditory
pitches, timbres, and rhythms to output a subset of these combinations that sound pleasing based on rules of music theory such as
keys and chords.
As Herremans et al. illustrate in [17], automated music generation has a long history within the field of computation - the variety
of music generation systems and their approaches are nearly as
varied as the field of music. Their taxonomy of music generation systems reflects this fact by categorizing music generation approaches
whose implementations include Markov models, reinforcement
learning, and even neural networks. Furthermore, these approaches
can also be characterized as spanning a continuum of generative
and transformational music generation algorithms as defined by
Wooller in [47]. Transformational approaches in this context are
generally defined by relatively small, but noticeable changes to the
musical data used as the basis for generation. One such example of
this approach includes altering the pitch values of notes in a piece
without ultimately altering the fundamental phrase(s) of particular
sections [5]. As one might expect, generative approaches instead
construct music materials in a more "bottom-up" approach which
expands the data size as it generates music. Namely, as opposed to
transformational approaches, generative approaches do not necessarily tweak an existing musical piece and instead compose core
aspects of the song from "scratch".
A somewhat similar piece of work to what we present here was
accomplished by Lee and Lee [22]. Their system was developed for
procedurally generating music for accompanying computer animations. Their process involved merging timings in animations with
the rhythms of a piece of music by applying subtle shifts in play
speeds for both. Subsequently, they utilized a directed graph of short
music sequences to represent and manipulate transitions between
similar musical sequences as a means of procedural music generation. Feature extraction on animations was included which yielded
information such as color changes, footsteps, and arm swings. The
authors mention the potential for mood features extracted from
transcripts for animations, but do not include such features in
any of their results. Similar to what we present here, Lee and Lee
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aimed to use procedurally generated music to foster deeper immersion within their presented medium. Our work presented here
shifts the application domain to the text-based narrative, focuses
on sentiment analysis for feature extraction, and incorporates these
sentiment features as input to our procedural music generator.
Ramanto and Maulidevi [37] developed a Markov chain model
that would generate a sequence of notes and then apply variations
that impart an input mood upon the track. Our specific music generation approach builds upon Ramanto and Maulidevi’s Markov
chain to ultimately develop a generative procedural music generator
whose generation process is closely tied to an underrepresented domain in procedural music generation—namely text-based narrative.

2.2

Emotions & Music

The strong associations between music and emotions have long
been studied and considered in both the production of music designed to elicit particular emotions in listeners and in capturing a
known mood in a piece of music [43]. Following this longstanding
relationship between music and emotion (which is being used interchangeably with mood here), SentiMozart is a model that generates
music based on mood [26]. SentiMozart uses a convolutional layer
to read the emotion of a human face and then generates music
designed to convey that mood by using a long short-term memory
(LSTM). SentiMozart however, does not make efforts to maintain a
coherent musical structure across moods. In fact, the mapping from
mood to music is trained by using a different set of music pieces
for each mood. Regardless, SentiMozart’s unique approach towards
emotion-oriented music generation inspires our work presented
here.
Adam et al. [1] developed AUD.js, which provides a JavaScript
API for game developers to add emotion-specific music to their
web games. They used the Thayer model of mood which has two
continuous dimensions, stress and energy. While their tool is intended to easily integrate into a web game and be triggered on game
events, the game developers still need to specify what mood is to
be evoked for which events. With MINUET, we attempt to interpret
the content to determine the appropriate mood automatically.
In addition, there are many different models of mood, of which
we studied only one. Our model assumes 5 basic distinguishable
moods: happiness, sadness, anger, fear, and surprise. However,
[37], whose Markov chain we modify, uses the Russell circumplex model of affect which has 8 different moods based on three
dimensions, pleasantness, positive affect, and negative affect, as
does the Tellegen-Watson-Clark model of mood, a modification
which acknowledges interdependence between the dimensions of
the former [24]. Meanwhile, the AUD.js music generator described
earlier uses Thayer’s model of mood which has only two dimensions, energy and valence. Our reason for choosing this specific
model is that it is most consistent with the moods observed in the
Twitter dataset.

2.3

Sentiment Analysis

Most of the research done in the field of sentiment analysis of textual data has often been based on classifying its polarity as positive,
negative, and/or neutral. The authors of [46] used a prior-polarity
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classifier, while [33] and [14] employ naive bayes, SVM and maximum entropy. Over the past few years, RNNs and CNNs have also
been used for such a binary or ternary sentiment classifier [11].
Multiclass sentiment analysis of text is a relatively new research
area, with much work conducted using tweets. Mohammad and
Bravo-Marquez [29] developed a regression system to identify the
intensity of emotion in tweets. In [11], dos Santos and Gatti experimented with SVM and different feature-sets to identify the emotion
of tweets. In this paper, we present a multi-class sentiment analysis that uses the widely available large datasets of tweets to form
classifiers that can identify emotions conveyed in texts.

3

APPROACH

Our procedure for developing MINUET, a prototype system that
can generate music to accompany the mood in a textual narrative
involves the following two tasks: sentiment analysis of the text
for mood identification, and mood-based music generation using
Markov chains. We carried out sentiment analysis in Python and
music generation in Java, such that they interfaced using a shared
folder. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of MINUET that sequentially
highlights each sentence (with different highlight colors used for
different moods), displays the mood label, and plays the music
accompanying the identified mood for a duration based on the
number of words in a sentence. We present details on how we
carried out each task as follows.

3.1
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(caused either by a typo or hashtags), performed spell checks, removed stop words like the, is, a (to remove any bias these words can
bring to the sentiment analysis), and converted the text to lowercase.
Operations such as stemming or lemmatizing were not performed
because they resulted in more errors than the ones they resolved.
This is so because most tweets are written in informal English,
and replacing words that do not exist in formal English with their
stemmed or lemmatized versions was impacting the sentiment of
the majority of the tweets in an unpredictable manner.
3.1.3 Predictive Models. We trained four types of classifiers on
the processed dataset as explained below. We evaluated the models
using both holdout and 10-fold cross validation. We performed a
preliminary holdout testing by splitting the dataset into training
(75%) and test sets (25%) using stratified sampling. The reason for
performing holdout testing before the more robust cross validation
testing is two-fold. First. we used the two best classifiers of the holdout testing to form an ensemble model as explained below. Second,
we experimented with deep learning models that are known to be
too computationally expensive to evaluate using cross-validation.
• Deep Learning Models: We developed several Deep Learning (DL) models in Python using the Keras library [15]. We
experimented with different network architectures, neural
network layers (LSTMs, GRUs, simple RNN layers, and convolutional layers), tuning hyperparameters (such as learning
rate, optimization method, etc.), and batch sizes. We also
experimented using the different types of GloVe embeddings
made available by Stanford [35] in these deep learning models.
• Naive Bayes Models: Naive Bayes classifier [40] is a probabilistic classifier that is based on the Bayes’ theorem. It
follows the independence assumption between the features.
We experimented with 2 variations of naive bayes classifier available in Python: GaussianNB (NB_1) in the sklearn
library [34] and NaiveBayesClassifier (NB_2) in the nltk library [23].
• Support Vector Classifier Model: The support vector classifier
(SVC) is based on support vector machines. Support vector
machines [20] maximize the margin, i.e. they maximize the
minimum distance between the separating hyperplane and
the nearest datapoint of each class. We employed LinearSVC
(one-vs-rest classifier) in the sklearn.svm library.
• Ensemble Models: Ensembling is a machine learning technique to aggregate the prediction of two or more models.
Ensembling makes classifiers more robust and generalizable
across datasets. We employed two ensemble models: a Random Forest classifier (RF) that constructs a given number of
decision trees [41], and predicts the class that is the mode
of the predictions of its individual trees; and Adaboost with
SAMME.R ensemble algorithm (ADA) [21] on the model that
performs the best in the holdout testing. We used the sklearn
library to experiment with these classifiers.

Sentiment Analysis

We used the supervised machine learning technique of multi-class
classification to carry out the sentiment analysis, with five classes
of mood: happy, surprise, fear, anger, and sadness. In this subsection, we present the datasets used, the preprocessing performed,
the predictive models we experimented with, and our model evaluation/selection procedure.
3.1.1 Dataset. We used two labeled tweets datasets DS1 [28] and
DS2 [27]. Mohammad and Bravo-Marquez in [29] describe the
dataset DS1 that contains tweet entries with their content, an emotion label (joy, fear, sadness, and anger), and the emotional intensity
ranging from 0 to 1. Most of the tweets with lower emotion intensity did not correlate to the emotion when inspected manually. We,
therefore, removed the tweets with emotion intensities lower than
0.5. This shortened the dataset to 3534 entries with 821 labeled as
joy, 834 anger, 1115 fear, and 764 sadness. We were interested in
developing a model that can identify the emotion of surprise as
well. So, we used another dataset DS2 that contains tweets with
the following emotion tags: joy, surprise, disgust, fear, anger, sadness, with data description provided in [18, 31]. However, a high
proportion of tweets were uncorrelated with their labels or misclassified. So, we manually selected 212 surprise-labeled tweets from
this dataset. Our final dataset, thus, contained 3746 tweets in total
with 5 classes of emotions.
3.1.2 Preprocessing. A twelve-step preprocessing was performed
on the dataset: removed hyperlinks, removed words with @ (userID
tags), removed hashtag symbol, expanded contractions, expanded
abbreviations, removed punctuations, removed numbers, shortened
elongated words (e.g. haaapppy to happy), separated joined words

3.2

Mood-based Music Generation

We used a procedural music generator to play mood-appropriate
music for the text. The generator would play music of the desired
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Figure 1: A screenshot of MINUET playing music for the highlighted sentence of the short story displayed. Our mood classifier
identified the Happy mood associated with this sentence which resulted in the music generator producing music to match this
mood.
mood by selecting chord and note transitions in the form of a
Markov chain appropriate to that mood.
A Markov chain is a set of states each with a discrete probability
distribution of transitioning to each other state including itself
whenever a transition is called for. The Markov chain does not
itself, however, determine when a transition is called for. It can thus
be represented as an n by n square matrix where n is the number
of states and each row is a probability distribution such that the
probability of transitioning from state i to state j is contained in
the j-th column of the i-th row. For music generation with Markov
chains, it is common that each note is represented as a state, and at
each beat, a new note is generated using the transition probabilities
found in the Markov chain.
The music generator we used, Ramanto and Maulidevi, has one
such Markov chain for each of seven common chords. For the
purpose of creating mood-specific music, the generator also has
a Markov chain to determine chord transitions. For instance, the
chord Markov chain for sadness has higher probabilities for transitioning to minor keys that the Markov chain for happiness. Additionally, each mood has a chain for transitioning between octaves,
as well as a chain that determines the duration of the next melody
note (all chords are played for four beats).
It was necessary to modify Ramanto and Maulidevi’s [37] music
generator so that it could portray all five mood outputs of the sentiment analysis. The original music generator had distinct sets of
Markov chains for surprise, sadness, and happiness, but combined
anger and fear into one category they called “High Negative Affect” and described as containing distressed, fearful, hostile, jittery,
nervous, and scornful emotions.

Ramanto and Maulidevi’s [37] decision to combine fear and
anger is not unprecedented: There are a number of papers where
this is done when studying the perception of emotions in music
[38, 45] because fear and anger can be evoked by very similar music,
particularly when the music is limited to tempo or key or rhythm,
and static in parameters like timbre and dynamics [16].
We added a new emotion to the generator with a distinct set of
Markov chains from those of “High Negative Affect”. We determined
that fear and anger can either be passive or active and that the
passive versions are distinct sounding from the active versions, but
passive fear and passive anger sound similar, as do active anger
and active fear. Active fear can be evoked by imagining actively
running from some frightening stimulus and passive fear can be
a general unease or nervousness. Active anger can be evoked as
a person attacking or threatening another, while passive anger
depicts a sense of internal brooding. We found that most angry
tweets were threatening, suggesting external frustration. We also
determined that most tweets in the fear class described nervousness
- we assume that authors would be less likely to tweet in active fear,
for example, while running in fear.
Using the Markov chains of fear as a place to start with, we
experimented with faster tempos, octave changes, and note durations, to add a more violent and chaotic feel to the music. We found
that while raising these to extremes did increase the chaos, the
results would not sound like music. For instance, one experiment
of making octave switches maximally rapid and chaotic was not
noticeably more violent, but was less enjoyable. Instead, changing
the octave chain to transition less frequently but favoring all states
equally when transitioning resulted in music that was distinctly
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more chaotic than other emotions. The final configuration of the
anger Markov chains is presented in the next section.

4 RESULTS
4.1 Sentiment Analysis
Table 2 shows the prediction accuracy for each classifier evaluated using both holdout and 10-fold cross validation (CV). Please
note that we did not perform cross-validation on the DL models
because it is computationally too expensive (as stated in the previous section). Additionally, the DL models did not perform well
in the holdout testing, so, only the accuracy of the best DL model
is presented. The configuration of this model is displayed in Table
1. In holdout testing, SVC performed better than other classifiers
and so was used as the base estimator for ADA. Note that even
though ADA uses SVC as the base estimator, its prediction accuracy
is worse than SVC. This suggests the SVC is perhaps overfitting to
the tweets dataset.
Hyperparameter

validation is a more robust method of evaluation than holdout, it
cannot account of any biases that might occur within the entire
dataset. Since SVC is known to overfit the data, we hypothesize
that ensemble classifiers will work much better when dealing with
texts from different domains. Among the ensemble models RF and
ADA, RF has a better prediction accuracy than ADA, so we chose
RF to classify mood for textual narrative.

4.2

• Tempo - We set the tempo for the anger-based music generation to be 150 beats per minute (bpm) so that it is faster than
that for low negative affects such as sad or sleepy mood, and
slower than that for high engagement such as the surprise
mood.
• Chord Transition - We modified the chord transition matrix
to play music only using the minor chords, with equal probabilities of transition to each of the minor chords.
• Note Length/Duration - Initially, the probability of transition
between any given notes was equal. We increased the probability of transition from any given note to full and half notes
more than eighth and quarter notes: 16% eighth note, 20%
quarter note, 32% half note, and 32% whole note
• Octave - Since we increased the tempo, increasing the probability of playing notes in the same octave as the previous
ones improved the coherence of the music. Our final configuration for the octave transitions is as follows: 90% chance
to stay in the same octave. 8% chance to shift one octave,
and 2% chance to shift two octaves.

Configuration

Optimizer
Adadelta
Learning Rate
1
Decay factor
0.95
Loss Function
categorical_crossentropy
Layers
Output Shape
input_layer
(None, 21)
embedding_layer
(None, 21,50)
dropout_layer
(None, 21,50)
bidirectional_lstm_1 (None, 21,46)
bidirectional_lstm_2 (None, 128)
fully_connected_1
(None, 23)
fully_connected_2
(None, 5)
Table 1: Best Deep Learning Model’s Hyperparameters

Classifier

Holdout

CV

Best DL
NB_1
NB_2
ADA
RF
SVC

0.312
0.637
0.774
0.808
0.847
0.877

0.586
0.781
0.810
0.841
0.861

Table 2: Prediction accuracy evaluated using holdout and 10fold cross validation testing

Table 2 also shows the result of applying 10-fold cross validation
on the classifiers. Since ADA and RF are ensemble classifiers, we
observe that the decrease in prediction accuracy for these models
from holdout to cross validation is of a smaller magnitude than
other classifiers. We observe a similar trend of relative performance
order among the classifiers in cross validation as the holdout testing,
with SVC having the highest prediction accuracy. Note that the
results should be read with caution because even though cross

Mood-based Music Generation

We performed internal testing for the new set of anger-related
Markov chains. The final configuration for these set of Markov
chains is shown below.

5

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

In summation, what we have presented here is a novel system for
music generation based on sentiment analysis of narrative text.
MINUET utilizes an ensemble model to classify sentences as belonging to particular emotions and supplies these classifications as
input to a music generator that aims to generate music matching
the flow of mood in text.
In the design of MINUET, we made a number of assumptions and
decisions. We make the assumption that emotion can be conveyed
through music [43]. For our current purposes, we also assume that
the emotions are conveyed universally across listeners for a given
piece of music. We acknowledge that studies have contradicted this
simplification by showing that the emotions of a piece of music can
be perceived differently across cultures [3] and ages [8, 43]. However, we maintain that designing an automated music generator to
control for the myriad of cultures and perceptions towards music
is far outside the scope of the work that we present here (although
it presents several interesting questions for curious researchers).
The process and methods used during the development of MINUET provide affordances for adaptation and tuning for specific
preferences.
As future work, we will be conducting a series of experiments
to enhance the quality of the mood classifier. In order to deal with
sentences that lack in emotional intensity, we can experiment with
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introducing another class of “neutral” emotion. Such an approach
is often employed when binary sentiment classifiers (positive and
negative polarities) are not suitable for an application. We will also
look into enhancing the classification capability by improving the
quality of the dataset used to train the classifiers. We plan to collect
more tweets (for the existing moods) using Twitter’s restful API,
manually tagging the tweets and evaluating the tagging. We also
plan to experiment with datasets that are more geared towards
narrative than tweets. Lastly, we plan to implement and experiment
with the cutting edge research on attention models [39] to carry
out sentiment analysis.
We also seek to improve the text narrative experience by building
upon the current mood-based music generator. To make the transition of music smoother between sentences, we can experiment with
the Markov chain to either include the emotion of the previous and
current sentences or perform tweaks in the existing Markov chains
based on the prediction probability of the identified mood. The
prediction probability represents the confidence of the correctness
of classification. We can use prediction probability as a measure
of intensity and modify the transition table of the Markov chains
based on it. Another experiment can be to determine if sentences
have fragments of different sentiments, and modify both the mood
classifier and music generator to adapt to such sentences as well.
With a successful prototype implemented, we now envision several interesting areas for future work and research ranging from
narrative experience to emotion-based music generation. As a functional tool for authors, future studies need to include having authors
use MINUET on their own (currently hindered by the pipeline having dependencies in both Java and Python libraries), and include
using the pipeline on a larger more varied input text. One solution
would be to implement the pipeline into a web-based application.
Hosting MINUET as an open source this way would not only allow
much easier access to authors looking to incorporate elements of
our system into their work, but also provide a smooth, accessible
interface for users looking to use MINUET as casual creators [7].
With a more streamlined and adaptive interface, improvements
on MINUET can also allow it to find even more applications in moodbased music generation derived from text. Given that MINUET
already allows users to input their own text, enhanced text-parsing
capabilities could allow our system to also procedurally generate
music for movies and games via written transcripts of events. We
can also combine this prototype with generative text/story tools
such as Tracery [6] or text-based interactive dramas such as Versu
[12].
Similar to other studies [10, 30, 42], we would also like to allow
authors to input their own melody and have the generator create
variations on this melody to transform it into a specified mood. This
would allow them more control over establishing consistent theme
music for their story or even individual characters. We propose first
using grammars or Markov chains to create single track variations
of the melody, then using those variations as training data for a
generative adversarial network before generating chord progressions and other tracks to accompany the variation tracks. This way
the generative adversarial network can be used to approximate a
human listener being able to recognize the original melody within
the complex polyphonic tracks that the system generates. Research
into using generative adversarial methods for music generation
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is currently in its infancy, but work such as MuseGAN [10] and
WaveGAN [9] show promise.
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